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editorial
Now Spring is Here!
You know that we try our very
best to provide you with archery wisdom from the best archery authors,
(even when we have to twist their
arms to get them to try writing)!
So, it is always a joy when we
engage someone new, like Bob Ryder,
who gratiously agreed to write a series
on coaching college archery, even
though he didn’t know me from
Adam’s uncle. Bob has quite a resume,
and, just recently, won the Thompson
Medal.
The Thompson Medal of Honor
was established by USA Archery/
NAA in 1939 and is reserved for
those who have “rendered outstanding
and meritorious service to archery
without expectation of award.”
In the press release announcing
the award it was noted that Coach

Ryder “served on the NAA Board of
Governors from 1980-1986, and was
vice president of the NAA from
1981-1986. He was one of the parties
responsible for the creation of U.S.
Olympic Team Selection Procedures,
as well as the creation of the U.S.
Archery Team (USAT). Ryder was
also instrumental in the development
of the NAA Foundation.” Much of
this I did not know.
In addition Coach Ryder has also
provided outreach to media outlets
such as ABC, CBS and NBC Sports,
ESPN and Sports Illustrated, and has
received the Coach of the Year and
Margaret Klann Awards numerous
times. I didn’t know this either.
So, while we take pride in having
great authors: like Larry Wise, Bob
Ryder, and Tom Dorigatti for you to

read, we can’t claim it is because of any
great discernment.
I get to meet Bob Ryder for the
first time next month which is one of
the great benefits of this job—I get to
meet and talk shop with people making enormous contributions to the
sport we love.
Not only that, but I get to introduce you to authors you never
encounter, like my son who has written a series on flexibility in archery
(because I asked him to and he is a
fount of knowledge). While working
on his Ph.D. he got bored, so he studied for and got a physical trainer’s certificate. He is perfect for this series.
Enjoy!

Archery Focus . . .
Now can be read on your
iPad, Nook, or other
e-Reader.
(We do recommend you put it
down while shooting, though.)
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Obtaining Accurate
Sight Settings
Part 1: A Calculator Based System
by Tom Dorigatti
In a past article (Vol. 11, No. 4, 2007), I addressed
how to get more reliable sight settings for input into
the various systems you can use to generate complete
settings and sight tapes, and how to become ProActive about this most important process. So you don’t
have to go back and read that article (though it won’t
hurt you!) you simply get those settings by concentrating on the vertical impact point of your arrows
and not on the groups that you shoot. I discussed how
to accomplish this simply by using a horizontal piece
of tape across either a field or hunter target or a plain
piece of cardboard. I pointed out that the idea for a
sight setting is not in a ‘group’, but rather getting your
sight set to the best of your capabilities so that your
arrows are impacting on that
horizontal tape. I recommended
that you set your sight so that
your arrows are impacting solidly in the upper half of the horizontal tape, since archers tend to
shoot low when they tire during
a long field or hunter round. I
mentioned that for my particular setups, if I was hitting the Xring at 20 yards with all my
arrows, I could still do so with a
range from top to bottom of 20
clicks (one full turn on the elevation knob). Only “dead center” settings are good enough for
inputting into any sight tape or
calculation system. The effects
of only a few clicks’ error only get worse as the distance increases, and your accuracy decreases.
I recommended that you select a tape width to
shoot at that is within your means of holding a steady
sight picture horizontally.

In that same article, I mentioned, but did not
detail the Calculator Based Method of obtaining
complete sight settings. I am providing those instructions in this article. I will detail how this Calculator
Based Method works and how you can have a system
that will give you the ability to get sight settings out
in the field, calculate your individual yardages, and
then go out and confirm them all in one session. It is
then a simple task at home to use those sight settings
you’ve just obtained to enter into your favorite computer-based program with good confidence that they
are correct.
This also gives you a cross-check of the computer-based programs to see if what comes out is even
reasonable or not, since you will
have something to compare
with those results for a change.
By doing this, you use one
against the other in an effort to
clean up any obvious mistakes.
After you’ve checked things out
and either mounted your placard or printed and mounted
your sight tape to your vertical
bar, you are ready to go out and
shoot for score, or if you are
being ProActive, to check out
all your sight marks one final
time.
I recall a line from the
movie “The Ghost and the
Darkness” with Michael Douglas (Remington) and Val Kilmer (Patterson). Patterson had just missed a golden opportunity to bag one
of two man-eating lions, because his weapon had
failed to fire, and the lion got away. Remington then
asks Patterson what happened, and Patterson said

“You will not believe the
number of times I’ve seen
fellow competitors come
to a competitive event with
a “new” set of sight settings or a “new” sight tape
on their bows without having completely checked it
out before getting there.
They have, in essence,
‘gone into battle with an
untested weapon.’”
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that his gun didn’t fire. Remington was told that the
gun didn’t belong to Patterson but was borrowed from
the doctor. Remington then said something like, “You
went out into battle with an untested weapon? You
never go into battle with an untested weapon.” This
same thing fits well with archery and those sight settings! You will not believe the number of times I’ve
seen fellow competitors come to a competitive event
with a “new” set of sight settings or a “new” sight tape
on their bows without having completely checked it
out before getting there. They have, in essence, “gone
into battle with an untested
weapon.” Of course, you also
know that many shooters will
move the indicator pointer on
their sight, move their peep, or
make adjustments out on the
practice range, which are all huge
no-nos for ProActive archers.
In this article, I’ll provide
you with a method of obtaining
not only a reliable set of sight
marks, but also a redundant system of “back-ups” for when your
sight tape on your sight bar isn’t
quite right, or gets messed up by weather or abuse.
After all, a ProActive archer never goes out to practice for score or to a competitive event, especially outdoors, without a backup system for your sight settings. I have seen people out on the course with no
backup system, and even several without any sight
tapes of any kind on their sight bar, opting rather to
trust an electronic device and application to stay up
and running for them. I’ve seen the units fail, too.
Most people prefer to have a sight tape mounted
on the vertical/sight bar, and there isn’t anything
wrong with that. However, I’ll show you another way
of getting the same thing, as either a primary or a
backup system, that virtually guarantees that you have
two or even three sets of sight marks with you at all
times, even if you use an iPad or Palm Pilot or some
other electronic device with an added application for
your sight settings.
It is obviously up to you to choose your primary
system; but I hope you come away from this article
with a much better insight into just how important a
backup/cross-check system can become and how easy
it is to get the process started, have fun preparing it,
and learn things about your shooting set up. I also
hope to clarify that “close enough for government
work” is something to avoid if you are getting your

sight settings for field/hunter/animal rounds, or even
for 3-D shooting outdoors. “Close enough” won’t cut
it for top echelon shooters, because those with the
best and most accurate sight marks, along with the
best preparation and mastery of shot execution are
those on the winner’s podium. A lousy or hastily prepared set of sight marks won’t do you much good, no
matter how talented you might be. What happens if
you punch in the wrong numbers into your electronic
device and you don’t catch the error? The best shot on
the planet cannot recover from that error.
So now that we have defined
the focus of this article, let’s get
right on down to the detail of the
Calculator Based Method for
obtaining accurate sight settings.
I need to make it clear that I did
not develop the calculation system, but I did come up with my
“Placard System” to help me to
become more ProActive and
avoid setting my sight incorrectly while out on the course. I also
put the calculations into an MS
Excel spreadsheet and developed
sight settings tables that are properly sized for the
mounting placard that goes onto my sight extension
bar. With this spreadsheet, for the Calculator Based
part of it, all that has to be done is to type in two sight
settings (the 20 yards and 65 yards settings) and all of
the tables are automatically filled in for you! Then,
you simply cut out what you need to laminate the settings table and mount it on the sight bar next to your
scribed numbers side. This is even set up so that you
can manually type in your “numbers” from either
Archer’s Advantage, or On Target 2 (Software for
Archers), or in fact, any other computer-based program and have a settings table you can carry with you
if you don’t want to use a placard. I’ve used this since
the old “Visi-Calc” days to make my life easier.

“Only ‘dead center’ settings are good enough for
inputting into any sight
tape or calculation system. The effects of only a
few clicks’ error only get
worse as the distance
increases, and your
accuracy decreases.”
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The Past History of Getting Sight Marks

When I first started competitive shooting in the late
1960s, the only means we had of getting our sight
marks for shooting field or hunter rounds was to
“shoot them in.” This meant that we would shoot
numerous arrows at each distance used on the round
until we thought the mark was as good as it was going
to get and then mark and label it on a piece of adhesive tape or something of that nature with a fineContinued on Next Page
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tipped pen or pencil. Since the target face at the time
allowed for some margin of error, we shooters also
allowed for a margin of error in our sight marks. The
better shooters would try to sight in on the “dot,”
while the less skillful shooters would sight in trying to
accommodate as close to the “dot” as they could get a
grouping of arrows, and if they erred, it was better on
the high side than on the low side. The bows then
were Recurve bows and the arrows heavy, so shooting
low normally meant that you were likely to get a “3”
instead of a “5,” so we covered ourselves by trying to
sight in slightly above the “dot”. It quickly became
apparent during any tournament who had reliable
sight marks and who hadn’t quite worked them out
yet or who hadn’t yet come up with a reliable method
of getting more accurate sight settings, or both.
Then people started using release aids, compound
bows, and the NFAA outdoor target was changed in
1976. Suddenly, the reliability and repeatability of
those sight marks became extremely critical and
important. We shooters started spending even more
time on our “shot in” sight marks. We devised ways of
cross-checking these marks, even resorting to using
dividers to make sure the gaps were increasing
between every five-yard increment. Then we started
breaking those five-yard increments down by dividing
that distance into equal segments for the one-yard
increments. It was a simple skill of dividing a line segment into equal parts, something we learned in geometry and could actually apply to our archery. I would
well imagine that most of you have forgotten how to
divide any line segment into equal parts, correct?
The Calculator Method uses simple third grade
math, whereby you enter the “gap” or difference
between your 20 yard and 65 yard sight settings off of
the fixed scale on the sight, and then use the multiplier provided with the calculation sheet for that distance and then either added or subtracted from there
the 20 yard setting to get the final setting for that distance. You can run the entire set of marks, in one-yard
increments in less than 10 minutes.
What does this have to do with today’s archery
world? Actually, it has a lot to do with it. Many shooters still don’t have a computer or won’t invest in a
Palm Pilot, iPad, or whatever. Many shooters don’t
bother to take the time to get really accurate sight settings, and if they do, then they go out and get just two
“reasonably good” marks to enter into their computer
program, which is fine, if that is what they want to do.
The problems arise, however, in that unless they have
a Palm Pilot, iPad, or other such device with the prop8

er applications with them on the course, they can’t get
the rest of their marks. They also have no means on
hand for printing out the tape to mount onto the
sight bar. We’ll discuss some of these other aspects in
the next few articles.
As I said earlier, this little known calculator-based
application works and you can, once you’ve shot only
two distances, those being 20 and 65 yards (the formulas are based upon the difference between those
two settings), calculate the rest of your sight settings
in less than 10 minutes. Then you can go out on the
course and shoot any distance you want up to 80 yards
and get those valuable cross-checks and “fill-ins” to
get the other three distances you would like to plug
into your computer program at home, if your application allows for more than two distances. You don’t
waste an entire shooting session for acquiring just two
sight marks, and you get to enjoy the rest of your day
on the range. You do not have to rush home to print
out a sight tape before being able to shoot a round or
cross-check the marks. So, whether you have a computer program or not, you likely have a hand-held calculator. All you need then is the calculations table, the
calculator, and a few minutes time to get your 20 and
65 yard marks, and then calculate the rest and get
them written down on the Calculations Table provided in this article (see Photo 1 at right).
How to Use the Calculator-Based Method
for your Field/Hunter and 3-D Sight Marks
1. Enter in your 20 and your 65 yard sight settings
into the Table, and then figure the “gap” (that is
the difference between them, C – A = B per the
Calculation Table). Be sure to include the “Clicks”
(on a 10 click sight 10 clicks equals one line on the
fixed scale or 0.1, on a 20 click sight 20 clicks
equals one line on the fixed scale or 0.05, but at
least count quarter (0.25) turns, if your sight doesn’t have clicks, and do not round up or round
down, use those “clicks”! It is a common mistake
to simply round up or to round down to “keep
things simple.” You don’t want to do this, since it
really throws off your sight marks big-time.
Remember 0.5 is equivalent to 10 clicks on a 20click sight bar, 0.25 is equivalent to 5 clicks and at
longer distances, and 5 clicks are huge! Back in the
1980’s and 90’s, we didn’t have “clicks” on our
sights, but I now break this down to the 0.01
increment so that I know how many “clicks” to
give the setting on my Axcel bow sight. Even if
you don’t have a sight that “clicks,” you need to be
Archery Focus

careful and avoid rounding. You can eyeball things
to the nearest 0.25 if you simply read the scale
carefully.
2. Using the difference between your 20 and 65 yard
sight marks (C – A = B) and the multiplier, calculate your sight settings (see Photo 1 again). Once
again, do not round up or round down, keep the
tenths or hundredths (see example calculation
below). You can, if you are on a 20 click sight, simply convert the 10ths to “clicks” and write those
down later if you want, since 1 tenth = 2 clicks. For
example 31.8 = 31 + 16 clicks. I could write 31+16,
or as in the case of the picture, simply double the
decimal and count clicks. (The sample placard pictured is in decimal, and not “click” form, since that
requires a conversion and extra typing). Yes, you
have to count “clicks”, but you will be doing that

with most of today’s sights anyways. Caution
Please note that on the 15 yard setting, you start
with a negative number (-B)! This is the only setting that involves this, but if you don’t follow
instructions, your 15 yard setting will be way out
of line with the others. It should stand out like a
sore thumb if you make this error, but some people believe the calculator and don’t have a “probable number” in their heads before starting to solve
the simple math problem. Also note that I have
Excel set to only one decimal point for purposes of
this article, but it can be set to any number of decimals that I would prefer.
Sample Calculations Let’s go through a couple of
sample calculations. They are based upon the “numbers” depicted in Photo 1. Note In the photo, you see
Continued on Next Page

Photo 1
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Photo 2

only two decimals as I have Excel set to “two-decimals.”
Data A = 20 yd setting = 22.50
C = 65 yd setting = 55.90
therefore B = C – A = 33.40
Using these numbers, the sample calculations are as
follows:
15 Yds: (–33.40 x 0.0588) + 22.50 = 20.536
25 Yds: (33.40 x 0.0804) + 22.50 = 25.185
30 Yds: (33.40 x 0.1765) + 22.50 = 28.395
50 Yds: (33.40 x 0.6373) + 22.50 = 43.786
65 Yds: (33.40 x 1.0000) + 22.50 = 55.90
(Obviously, since this is “C”, your 65 yd setting).
80 Yds: (33.40 x 1.3920) + 22.50 = 68.993
See Photo 2 for the complete set.
3. If you have automated this into Microsoft Excel
like I have, your numbers can be set up with formulae to automatically go into the Sight Settings
Table. If not, you can type them in by hand or
write them in. Note You will see in the picture of
the placard (see Photo 3) that my system has the
yardages color-coded. The red numbers depict
those settings that are used on the Hunter round
(normally shot from the red colored stakes); while
the Field Yardages are those in black (field stakes
are normally white with black numbers). This,
once again, is another means to help me be ProActive and to help reduce the chances of not setting
my sight correctly.
I use this system as my initial system for ascertaining the sight settings to enter into my other two
computer-based programs that I have. Use of the Calculator Based System, allows me to be out on the
course and get a reasonably reliable base-line and
complete set of sight marks that I
can use to compare to the results of
the computer-based programs and
catch obvious errors quickly This
also allows me to actually test shoot
what I get out on the range, so that
the next trip out on the range is
really the final check on what is
likely to be a very, very reliable set
of sight marks. This also allows me
to actually cross-check the other
two programs to make sure I
haven’t entered or done something
wrong along the way. I always
remember that “garbage in =
garbage out”.
10

Weaknesses of the Calculator Based System

There are some weaknesses in this system, however:
• You still have to shoot in all of the bunny target
settings. (20, 25, 30, 35 feet, and 11 yards).
• You still have to shoot in the 14 yard setting.
• If your 20-yarder isn’t dead on, then all the marks
up through 45 yards are either high or low.
• If your 65 yard mark is wrong, then everything
from 48 through the 80 or beyond is wrong too.
Obviously, you use the calculations and then subsequently “shoot in” to test those sight settings yet
again to be certain. This calculations system is a huge
time saver. By getting just two good sight settings,
you are always very close with the remainder and it
only takes a bit of tweaking to have some really good
marks.
• The biggest mistake you can make using this system is to round up or down instead of including
the tenths and hundredths for each reading. For
example, if your 20 yard mark is really 30.4 for a
given distance, but you rounded it down to 30,
then every other sight setting you calculated is in
error, and this gets worse as the distance increases
or decreases away from this bogus entry. The other
thing that doesn’t help is that the Killian Chek-it
sight, for example, did not have “clicks” for adjusting the elevation or the windage, so you have to
use quarter turns (= 0.25 of a unit on the fixed
scale) if your sight doesn’t have clicks. However,
with experience, you quickly get pretty good at
setting your sight including those tenths just by
reading between the lines on the scale.
• Many good shooters err or intentionally sight in on
the “high side” because when they get tired, they
tend to shoot low and, also, with
most bows, a soft shot will likely go
low as opposed to high, thus you
cover your bases.
This system or a modification
thereof has helped a lot of shooters
to improve upon their ability to get
more reliable sight marks. The
same “garbage in, garbage out”
principle applies, only this time, if
you use what the calculator says to
use and it is off, you now know
where to start looking and don’t
have to spend inordinate amounts
of time chasing down the bad
mark. You can calculate the entire
set of marks, in one-yard increArchery Focus

Photo 3

ments in less than 10 minutes.
Another disadvantage of this system was that the
only means of using your sight settings is to have
either a placard that you made to mount on your sight
extension bar, or by using a table that you carry in
your pocket or quiver. Since originally, none of the
commercial sights had scribed numbers on one side of
the sight bar and a place to put a printed tape on the
other, many shooters used the printed form and simply wrote down their settings on that, and then, using
double stick tape, they mounted that to their upper
limb. This caused many shooters to incorrectly set
their sights due to either transposing numbers, or
reading a number wrong in the first place. Most
shooters would also laminate the complete calculation
sheet (which I still do today, by the way) so that they
had it and also carried a calculator in their quivers at
all times. It is easy to pull this out to reference while
setting your sight, but you can probably see that there
has got to be a better way, can’t you?
Quick Solution to This Problem Since it was so easy
for a person to make a mistake setting their sights by
either forgetting the numbers or by transposing numbers (example: “was that setting 32.1, or was it 31.2?”)
I quickly figured out that you need to have your

Continued on Next Page
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“numbers” right in front of you for immediate crosscheck. My solution is to use a placard that I make to
mount within easy view of my sight’s scribed numbers. This placard only has the settings used on the
field and hunter rounds, and those are color-coded
(see Photo 3).
The printed placard is also the exact size so that
all I have to do is cut it out and place it upon the plastic mount that goes onto my sight extension bar. I
have one placard for field/hunter rounds, and another
for my 3-D set up. In addition, I have a set of settings
that has all yardages on it that I print-out, fold, and
laminate (see Photo 4 right). The laminated placard has
a piece of 3⁄4˝ wide transparent tape over it so that it
can be written on with a ball-point pen or a pencil. I
prefer pencil, because then I can re-use the Calculations Table over and over again simply by erasing the
old numbers. This allows me to calculate those settings and record them quickly and have them handy
when I need them. I can also get those sight settings
that have to be “shot in” because the Calculator Based
System doesn’t have the multipliers for those settings.
I mention again that I color-code my settings on
the placard to draw my eyes to the correct setting, be
it for field rounds or for hunter rounds, thereby nearly eliminating the chances of me setting my sight
incorrectly. I must say that in all these years, I have yet
to make an error on the sight setting I wanted to
select because that placard is right there next to the
sight bar for quick and accurate comparison and
cross-check.

This laminated full set of marks can be used as a
back up to the placard and also for use on the NFAA
Animal Round, or for getting exact yardage settings
for a “cut”, should I choose to do that. Either way I
have a backup in the event that my placard gets lost
(not likely, but it could happen). You will also note
that there is an open space on the right side between
the two columns of settings. I use this gap area to
write down any changes after I’ve made the placard
and go out to re-check things and find any discrepancies.
My third backup is, I repeat, a filled out copy of
the “Sight Settings Calculations Table” (see Photo 1
above) which I keep in my bow case along with a calculator. This way, should any problem develop, I can
re-hash a reasonably accurate set of sight marks with
the use of the calculator method.
I’ve had many an occasion where a fellow shooter
had messed up their sight tape or it had become wet
and got obliterated. Rather than them quitting
because they didn’t have any backup system, I simply
went back with them and we shot in a 20 and 65 yard
setting, ran the calculations and wrote down the numbers, and the shooter was back on the course shooting
in no time, with a reasonably accurate set of sight
marks to boot! We’ll be talking about using Archer’s
Advantage and On Target 2 in subsequent articles and
how to convert them to the placard system along with
creating those printed sight tapes and “Cut Charts”.
A third disadvantage, is that you must “shoot-in”
your Bunny/Birdie Target settings, and also the 14,

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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17, and finally, the 19 yard sight setting, since the calculator system only goes back to 15 yards. This is a
simple process, and once finalized, then you simply
type in those settings and make a new final placard.
Naturally, if you are going to use the Calculator
Method, you should really cross-check the settings
ahead of time, make final corrections (remember
‘rounding off ’ is a no-no with this system!), and then
print out your final placard. Good sight settings are
your bread and butter, so you must become as ProActive as possible with regard to them.
I think by now, you likely can tell that after all
these years, I’ve become somewhat of a proponent of
using a placard as my primary means of setting my
sight with the printed sight yardage tape being a
backup. That is not to say that I think everyone
should use the placard system, however.
None of the additions to your sight (the Velcro
and the placard) weigh all that much; they aren’t going
to throw off the balance of your bow or interfere with
your sight bar or extension bar. They are out of the way
as far as shootability of the bow goes. In addition, by
having the placard oriented right adjacent to your
sight settings “scribed and unmovable numbers” on
your sight bar, you are going to be minimizing the
chances of incorrectly setting your sight, or having to
ever worry about a sight tape becoming damaged,
worn, unreadable, or at worst come off completely and
leave you in a frustrated pickle. I have heard that some
years back a top Pro archer had his sight tape come off
his vertical sight bar at the NFAA Redding Trail
Shoot, and it obviously cost him dearly.
After all, the placard is set up to deal with the settings you’ll need on the course, and
you have basically other backups in
your quiver should you need them.
Sure, you can have the “sight tape” correctly mounted on the other side of
your vertical sight bar; and in addition,
you can have a Calculator Based
Method table with multipliers, along
with a calculator in your quiver. I know
way too many shooters who have had
sight setting problems, sight tape
problems, and some that have even
relied on their Palm Pilots or other
electronically based systems for their
sight settings only to have them fail.
What is going to happen when your
Photo 4
batteries die or when the unit simply
fails to operate? It is not considered an
Archery Focus

equipment failure if an electronic device breaks down.
Making and Mounting a Sight Placard
to your Vertical/Sight Bar

I set-up my MS Excel program to make the printout
match the sizing of the plastic placard that I mounted to my sight extension bar. When it is mounted, I
have the orientation so that I’m reading the numbers
off the placard and matching them to the numbers on
the vertical sight bar.
I’m using a placard and even though I have a sight
tape on the other side, I opt for this one over the
other, since I’ve become so used to it over the years. I
have also found it easier to read the sight settings
placard and the scribed numbers on the sight bar than
it is to read the sight tape on the other side of the
sight bar. Notice that I said that I’m reading the numbers off the placard and matching them to the scribed
numbers on the sight bar. I repeat, this prevents me
from transposing numbers or using the wrong ones
because what I’m using is in plain view and readily
available and not being trusted to memory from the
limb to the sight and back. I’ve never mis-set my sight
while using this system. You will notice from the pictures, that all my placards and settings are printed on
a single page (see Photo 5). It is then a simple process
to cut them out, and following the steps below, to prepare the printouts for mounting on the placard base,
to waterproof the placard (and also setting it up so
that I can write corrections on it; you must be ProActive with this). If something changes out on the
course, I have room to write down those “new” numContinued on the Next Page
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Photo 5

bers as I go along, and then I can continue, or even
recalculate the rest of them at the halfway point
should I choose to do so. It isn’t hard to see the trend
if you have those new changes written down right in
front of you.
Equipment Needed to Make the Placard and to
Mount It on your Sight Extension Bar
1. Select which sight settings placard you want to cut
out. (In my example, the one labeled: “calc”)
2. Turn over your print-out printed side down and
then, using thin double stick tape put double stick
tape on the back-side of the print-out(s). Obviously, if the printout is wider than the width of your
tape, then you’ll need to use more than one piece.
3. Cut-out the sight settings table, choosing either
the Field/Hunter or the 3-D Settings Table.
4. If you haven’t made a plastic or metal placard, you
can now cut one out of either thin aluminum or
Plexiglas, or use a flat piece of plastic from a blister pack container. Hint An expired Plastic Gift
Card, or expired membership card works perfectly
for this purpose (see Photo 4 again). Make this plastic base a little bit wider and longer than the Sight
Settings Table printout. This will allow you to
waterproof the Table a little easier.
5. Remove the backing from the double stick tape
and simply mount the Sight Settings table to the
plastic or thin metal, or old expired Gift Card
(credit card sized) you just made.
6. Using one or two strips of Velcro, mount one
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part of the Velcro to the back side of the plastic Placard and the other side of the Velcro to
either your sight extension bar of the side of
the riser that is on the same side of the sight
extension or riser as the scribed lines on your
vertical sight bar.
Hint Due to the fact that there isn’t a lot of
contact area on my sight extension bar, in order
to make things hold better on my Axcel bow
sights, I wrap the non-looped (furry) part of the
Velcro completely around the sight extension bar
and over lap it upon itself for about 1”on the side
away from where the placard mounts. This gives
a very secure mounting that won’t slip or come
loose. You can use your ingenuity to come up
with a way to hold the sight settings placard
securely. It hardly weighs anything at all, so it
isn’t a big problem to get it to stay put on the
sight extension bar.
Question What about when you have to sight
in again? What happens to the placard? You
might be asking how to handle it when you
change equipment, arrows, or whatever and have to
sight in again. This is simple and why the open space
is on the right side of each setting line. That open
space, when you waterproof the sight settings placard,
has plenty of room for you to record your new settings
for the 20 yard and the 65 yard, and more if you so
choose. You can then simply pull out your calculator
and Sight Settings Calculation Table, perform the
calculations, and then write in the new sight settings
so that you can check them out while still on the
range (see Photo 5). When you get home, you run
your MS Excel spreadsheet, have it fill in a new placard for you (Calculator Based settings), which you
cross-check against your pencil copy. You then cut out
Photo 6
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Summary
Photo 7

the new settings Table, and mount it right on top of
the old one (or you can peel the old one off first),
waterproof it and you are ready to go.
As I have mentioned, I have two computer-based
programs that I also use for making sight setting
tapes, along with the other bells and whistles offered
from within these programs. I also use the Placard
System if I’m using either the AA sight marks or the
OT2 sight marks. It is a simple matter of going in to
my Excel program and typing in the information for
either AA or OT2 in the appropriate area, printing
out the page, cutting out that sight settings table, and
mounting it to another placard.
Yes, there are other computer-based applications
out there that offer a lot of the same benefits. Since
Archer’s Advantage and On Target 2 are the two I have
the most experience with, I’m going to talk about
them, specifically, in the next two articles and also
relate some of the nuances I’ve discovered with regard
to these two systems.
I will not be discussing all the in’s and out’s of
either program, since I’m really far from an expert on
either of them. I am simply going to relate to you
what I’ve learned from my experiences with these two
particular means of getting reliable sight tapes, individual yardage sight settings, and “cut charts” for your
setup and also offer some hints and techniques I’ve
learned through those experiences. I will also tell you
what one offers in comparison to the other, but won’t
attempt to sway you one way or the other. Fair
enough? I want to once again remind you that when
using any program of this nature, that “garbage in =
garbage out” and their reliability is only as good as the
information fed into the system. The more careful you
are with regard to your measurements, the better
those sight marks and/or sight tapes are going to be.
Archery Focus

There is so much information to convey and all of it
is important. I hope that you have now gotten a taste
of how easy, yet how complex, getting a reliable set of
sight marks for your bow set up can be. For those of
you who cannot afford, or don’t want to use, electronics on the course, you now know that there is a quick,
simple, and quite accurate calculator-based method
for getting reliable sight settings while in the field and
that you don’t have to shoot in every single mark.
I also hope that you realize that when it comes to
this area, it is so very critical that becoming ProActive
and covering those bases are not something to be
slighted or approached haphazardly. It is imperative
that this be done right, checked and checked again. It
isn’t rocket science; it isn’t life or death. However a
simple oversight can quickly drag what could be a
good score down into the doldrums from a simple
thing such as incorrectly mounting a sight tape, or
“going into battle with an untested weapon.”
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Bent Like a Bow,
Straight as an Arrow
by Andrew R. Ruis
Recreational, competitive, and even elite archers
are often unaware of, or misinformed about, the role
flexibility plays in the execution of a shot. There are
numerous myths and misconceptions about exercise
physiology, biomechanics, and performance in
archery, many of which are based on received wisdom
or common sense rather than scientific research. This
article addresses three commonly held but erroneous
beliefs about flexibility so that you can make
informed choices in your own training.
Archery mostly involves standing still,
so flexibility doesn’t really matter, right?

Wrong. Many archers seem to think that if they can
turn their heads 90° and open their chests sufficiently
to achieve full draw, they have all the flexibility necessary to be a competent archer. In some cases this
will be true, but this belief is based on a mistaken
understanding of flexibility. Although flexibility is defined as the range
of motion (ROM) about
a joint, the benefits of flexibility are not limited to
motion around a joint, and many of those benefits
accrue even when the body is not in motion.
First, good flexibility enables proper posture and
decreases the energy spent maintaining upright skeletal alignment. Overly tight or short muscles can prevent you from adopting proper posture even for the
five to seven seconds necessary to complete a shot.
For example, if your hip flexors or the erector muscles
in your lower back are too tight, you may develop a
lordosis, an excessive curvature of the lumbar spine in
which the abdomen and buttocks become more pronounced. In extreme cases, it may be impossible to
achieve skeletal alignment sufficient to “stand up
straight,” but even in mild cases, your hip extensors

and abdominal muscles will have to work against the
lordosis to correct the misalignment. This causes you
to direct more of your mindfulness toward posture
(rather than focusing on the shot itself ) and requires
more energy. Although this energy expenditure may
be miniscule for any given shot, remember that even
small differences can accumulate rapidly. If you are
shooting several hundred arrows in full sunlight and
the ambient temperature is 95° with 85% humidity,
you do not want to add correctable inefficiencies to
the demands on your energy and mental focus.
Second, flexible muscles are less tense and are
therefore more efficient. When you stand up straight,
you align your skeleton in such a way that your weight
is evenly distributed and born predominantly by your
bones. However, in order for you to maintain this
optimal skeletal alignment, most of the muscles in
your legs and trunk must be slightly contracted. (This
is why it can be so
exhausting to remain
standing for long periods
of time.) The less flexible
you are, the harder your muscles must work to keep
you upright.
Last, adequate flexibility confers several general
benefits to the body, including improved circulation
and blood supply to the joints, decreased synovial viscosity (which may help to prevent joint degeneration), enhanced neuromuscular coordination, and better economy of motion.

Flexibility in Archery,
Part 1 of 3
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Stretching is bad for archers
because it elongates and weakens muscles.

This may be true, but only in extreme cases. Generally speaking, the only way you can stretch tissue
enough to create permanent weakness around a joint
is to induce a trauma, such as a dislocation of the joint
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itself or a repetitive strain injury.
Muscle tissue is almost entirely elastic; connective tissue is viscoelastic,
meaning that it has both plastic and
elastic properties. Stretching can
elongate this tissue both temporarily
and permanently, but not to the
point of weakening it; as long as you
implement a balanced flexibility
program and avoid damaging the
tissue itself, the elasticity inherent in
the muscle-tendon unit will maintain proper tension around the joint.
In fact, excessive tightness is a far
greater risk to your health than flexibility is, as it impedes natural
motion and increases the risk of
both repetitive strain injuries and acute injuries. Of all
the athletes who compete in the Olympic Games, the
gymnasts and weight lifters are by far the most flexible, but they are also some of the strongest. Flexibility doesn’t inhibit strength, it enhances it. (Conversely, strength training does not reduce flexibility unless
you introduce muscle imbalances or create so much
excess mass that motion is impeded.)
I’ve heard that you shouldn’t stretch
as a warm-up. Is that true?

Yes and no. Much of the confusion stems from the
fact that “stretching” is a broad and often poorly
defined term. Some kinds of stretching are not appropriate for a warm-up, but other kinds are ideal for it.
There are five general types of stretching:
Dynamic Stretching Dynamic stretching involves
moving through the full range of motion about a joint
without applying resistance (i.e., without holding the
stretch). Examples include arm circles, hip rotations,
and torso twists.
Static Stretching Static stretching uses posture
and resistance to maintain the elongation of a musculotendinous unit for an extended period of time. For
example, bending forward at the waist from a standing position, so that your legs are straight and your
upper body hangs downward, is a static stretch of the
muscles in the lower back and the hamstrings.
Ballistic Stretching Ballistic stretching is like static stretching except that you repeatedly “bounce” in
and out of the stretch. This is recommended only for
those athletes whose muscles must be flexible under
duress, such as football players or martial artists.
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Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF)
PNF is like static stretching except that you initiate
brief isometric contractions (6-8 seconds) of the muscle being stretched followed by a deepening of the
static stretch.
Active Stretching Active stretching elongates a
muscle by employing brief concentric contractions (12 seconds) of its antagonist. For example, lie on your
back, raise one leg up, and loop an elastic band over
the sole of your foot, holding the ends in each hand.
Keeping tension on the band, engage your quadriceps
to straighten your leg, which induces a stretch in your
hamstrings. With each repetition, you can begin the
contraction with your leg a little closer to your torso,
thereby deepening the stretch.
Each of these kinds of stretching fulfills a different purpose. For archers, a combination of dynamic
and active stretching is an excellent warm-up; static
stretching (and its variations) are best reserved for
after a workout, when the muscles are already warm
and pliable. This will be explored in greater depth in
a subsequent article.
It is important to realize that flexibility is only
one of many aspects that contribute to your success as
a competitive or elite archer. However, most people
will find that improving and maintaining their flexibility is not especially time consuming or onerous,
and the benefits are numerous.
In the next article of this series . . . I will address
more specifically what kind of warmup is needed to
shoot.
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Collegiate Archery:
The Team Round, Pt 2
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
Imagine if you will, the U.S. Intercollegiate
Archery Championships (USIACs) is scheduled for
mid to late May and it’s time to get your team ready
for the greatest show on earth—300 college kids dedicated to the sport of archery all converging on the
same field in the same college town to determine:
1. Who the best Collegiate Archers and Collegiate
Archery Teams in the United States are, and
2. Just how much fun this many Collegiate Archers
in one spot can have in just one week.
While a few archers may get confused as to which
of these is most important at the beginning of the
tournament, but by the end of the
Awards Banquet and Party just
about all of the archers will have a
personal investment in both quests. A great time is
had by all. But back to business.
I always try to get the team to come back to
school three or four days before we leave for Nationals for final preparations and training for the Team
Rounds. This allows me to have them all there at the
same time for final teaching points in preparation for
what will be the biggest and most important archery
tournament many of them will ever shoot in. Most
importantly, these few days finally give me a chance to
really work on the team round.

discipline and that is who is expected to shoot . . . unless
the team representative/coach chooses to provide a roster that overrides these default assignments. This list
must be provided to the tournament director at least one
hour prior to the start of the team round in question.
You might be thinking: “What fool wouldn’t want
his top three shooters in the team round?” Well, occasionally I’d be that fool. Most of the time schools have
just three archers in a division, or such a gap in performance levels that it is obvious who you want to
shoot the team round. However, occasionally some
teams and coaches are blessed with better than average depth, and you have more
than three archers competing for
the three official spots on the
team. On those occasions I don’t necessarily want to
shoot my three best. I want to shoot my best three.
This strategy requires more work and puts you
out there in an area where you may, heck, you will, be
criticized. Win or lose, somebody’s kid sits when they
think he should have shot, and if your team doesn’t
perform as well as you hoped, it is your fault and no
one else’s. I believe that here is where you do team
building. I start by explaining to them that to have the
best chance of winning we need the team that works
best together and that I will work directly with them
to see which combination performs best together and
through a 360 degree evaluation of sorts what combination gives the team members the greatest confidence in their potential success. Then, assuming they
have bought into this team concept, you and the
squad captain will make the final decision.

Part 3 of a Series

How do you select the teams?

What the heck am I talking about here? The way the
collegiate team round competition is set up the tournament staff will seed the teams based on the three highest qualifying scores from each school in a competitive

COACHING A COLLEGE ARCHERY TEAM
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2009 USIACs Mixed Team Competition (Photo Courtesy of Gary Holstein)

How do you give your whole team the opportunity
to practice the team round?

First, I recommend that you set a starting time for
your team round practice that provides your archers
plenty of time to work on other things before hand.
That resolves the excuses such as “I didn’t have time
to get my sight setting” or “I didn’t have time to warm
up.”
Make sure you have enough mats and stands up
to accommodate all of your archers in groups of three.
Put together what you think your natural teams are
and let the others form teams even if you have to mix
men and women recurve and men & women compound and bowhunter into teams for this practice.
During this practice you will simply let everyone
practice the timing, the transitions between archers,
the spotters’ responsibilities, and the deck responsibilities as discussed in my previous article. For this practice use of either the hit or miss target or the standard
target will work perfectly well. You are just trying to
give everyone some general practice at all positions in
the Team Round.
One position in the Team Round that is highly
under rated is that of Spotter. Teams often lose points
and matches if the spotter is either slow or inaccurate
Archery Focus

in their spot. So come up with a plan. With everything else going on teaching people how to spot is
often overlooked. Either use a magnet on a metal
backed target patch or use a uniform system of calling. Explain to them that with a budgeted time of
only 20 seconds per arrow they have to stay on the
scope until the arrow hits and then make an immediate call. Just move the magnet to the correct position
on the target patch and hold it up for the archer to
see. If not using the target patch then just make a
simple call such as: “hit at 3 o’clock,” “just out at 6,”
or “three inches out at 9.” These are simple calls that
are easily understood, and if callers instead try to be
colorful or entertaining in their calls frustration and
misunderstandings that can affect the team’s performance and ultimate success can occur. Calls need to
be clear and concise.
How do you select your three person team?

For the next practice I prefer using regular target
faces. Put all your archers on the one meter line and
set the clock to 40 seconds. Blow the whistle twice to
get them ready, then blow it once to start the time,
have them approach the line and shoot their two
Continued on the Next Page
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arrows. If the groups in the target
will allow it, you can repeat this
as many as two more times
before sending them to the target
to score. Shoot enough ends of
the team round to get a reasonable sampling. We are doing this
in an effort to see who scores best
with the timing of the team
round in effect and eliminate
from consideration those who
clearly are not ready to contribute in the team round.
Once we have cut the archers in consideration
for each team down to four or five, allow them to
practice the team round at either hit or miss faces or
regular target faces under normal timing while rotating different archers into the mix. You want each
team to practice all combinations of personnel keeping a record of the scores of all combinations until
you and the squad captain have determined which is
the most productive group of three archers on the
squad.

shooter on a team shooting as
the #3 archer anchoring the
team. In some cases that can be
the right decision, however this
is where my sadistic side starts
to show.
For the next practice we
take those three man teams,
putting all team members on the
one meter line and using only a
whistle and a stopwatch start
the 40 second ends again. Have each archer shoot 24
arrows to get an average score per arrow. Now blow
them to the line and announce 30 second ends. Then
do it with 20 seconds. Then follow that with 15 seconds. Then 30 seconds again, then 15 seconds again
and close out with 20 seconds again. Now tabulate
the scores. Your anchor man should be the archer
whose score decays the least when the time gets
pinched.
For example, if your top archer averages 9.5
when he has 40 seconds but only 7 when forced to
shoot in 15 seconds, your next archer averages 9 with
40 seconds but 7 with 15 seconds but your third
archer averages 7.5 with 40 seconds and 7 with 15
seconds, smart money would put archer number

“Ninety percent of the
time you will see the top
shooter on a team shooting as the #3 archer
anchoring the team. In
some cases that can be
the right decision.”

Now that you have your three person team, what
will be the order of the line-up?

Ninety percent of the time you will see the top
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three in the anchor position. Why? Because he has
demonstrated that he only loses a half a point when
he is forced to shoot under a serious time constraint,
while the other shooters lose 2 and 21⁄2 points each
under the same constraint. When you translate such
performances to the hit or miss target I would much
prefer having the stronger archers getting the time
they need to properly execute their shots even if the
third shooter only gets off one shot due to a time
constraint.
My next strategy is to sell them on their ability
to win the event. I do this by sharing the performances that have won in the past and showing them
how close their performances have been to these
winning performances. Then I leave them with the
thought that winning any elimination round is as
simple as properly executing a few shots at the right
time and the team who does that will be the winner.
One last thing my sadistic side likes involves
getting them used to stress by imposing crisis during
one of their remaining team round practices. Set up
for a normal team round practice to be run by a timing clock and a whistle. Now simply start the team
round by shooting at least one regular end. On the
second or third end start imposing one crisis after
Archery Focus

another where once they start the end, an archer is
going to full draw when you shout “abort” requiring
the archer to put down the shot and clear the line for
the next shooter. Repeat this until you have disturbed all archers at least once during the practice.
This drill gets them thinking and will keep them
prepared to shift at anytime during the end while
learning to stay focused and shoot within the time
limit imposed. They will get to the point that when
they step to the line they will fear nothing. And that
is what I want.
I’m sure there are as many strategies to shooting the team round as there are coaches who coach
the team round. I share these thoughts with you in
an effort to give these kids the best experience they
can have. And a team’s successful performance is
about as great an experience as they can have in collegiate archery.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look
forward to seeing you on the shooting field.
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Teaching Kids to Use
a Release Aid
by Larry Wise
Introduction

This coming Tuesday evening I promised three of the
boys at our local club that I’d help them work on their
release technique. They and six other boys and one
girl have been shooting this winter and have formed
two of the teams in our indoor league. It’s been great
having them there the past two years and they seem
to be fitting in well with all of the other men and
women involved in our club.
They’re too young to remember me from my
teaching days – I retired before they made it to the
senior high – so it’s taken six weeks for them to warm
up to me to the point where they asked for help. But
the ice is broken now and I’ve been helping them with
their bow repairs, arrow repairs and sight adjustments.
It reminds me about what I miss by not being in
school every day – working with the kids. I’m looking
forward to our session together.
What I have to do today is make a plan for our
training session. The reason I need a plan is the fact
that the words I choose in my instruction paint pictures in their minds and I don’t want to paint the
wrong picture. The wrong picture can cause them to
build bad habits and then we have twice the work to
do to build the correct habit. I know from my early
days teaching mathematics to eighth graders that a
poor first example can create misconceptions that take
days to overcome.
What this all means, then, is that our learning
session will begin with a clear explanation and
demonstration of full-draw-position. My students will
have to know their posture “objective” from the beginning, then we can discuss how to get into that position and how the release should be made to function
while in that position.
What release aid will we work with? We’ll work
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with a back tension (triggerless) release aid and learn
to do it correctly from the beginning. They’ve already
been shooting with other release aids and learning “on
the job” so to speak and most of them have picked up
some bad habits. But they know that and are coming
to our training session with an open mind. They have
been watching the top shooters in our club shooting
perfect and near-perfect scores with back tension
release aids so they know where they need to go with
their shooting.
Once they learn proper release technique with a
back tension style release aid then they can transfer
that skill to other release aid types. I recommend,
though, that they always do some training with a triggerless release aid. Once they build the proper skills
they will need to reinforce and retain them.
Part of my plan for this training session is to listen to my students. I have to be sure that I use a good
balance of talking, demonstrating, assisting and listening. What they have to say while they are learning
is critical to my understanding of what they comprehend correctly and what they are misunderstanding.
In other words, what they have to say is important
and they need to know that – it builds their self-worth
and helps the learning process.
My group ranges in age from 14 to 18 years but I
use the same basic lesson plan for younger and older
archers who need to learn how to shoot a release aid
properly. We even have several eight and nine-yearolds shooting back tension release aids. Learning to
do it correctly has no age limits.
Learning Full-Draw-Position

Everyone should know how to stand at full draw
before they draw their first arrow. Knowing your destination is always helpful when you get in your car and
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head onto the road. With gasoline at $4+ a gallon you
can’t afford to waste it wondering around lost on some
back road. Determine your destination and plot the
most efficient route to get you there.
Most archers don’t know what that destination is
for their shooting form. As a coach you need to teach
that concept first to all of your archers regardless of
their ability level. If you do, they will get better. The
journey is always easier if you know where you are
going. I know far too many accomplished archers who
operate like those high-security government agencies
where “the secrecy of their work prevents them from
knowing what they are doing!” There are no secrets.
as I tell all of my students.
Step One—Teaching “T” Form Your posture at full
draw should be based on the letter “T”. Just stand up
straight and raise your arms out to your sides and you
form a “T” from which we can build proper fulldraw-position. The teaching sequence is as follows
1. Stand upright with your arms raised & extended
horizontally with palms down (see Photo 1).
Photo 1

4. Tilt your chin/head downward toward your chest
to feel your back muscles supporting your head
5. Reset your head over your spine to free back muscles, chin level, facing forward
6. Bend release arm at the elbow and bring fingertips
under chin (see Photo 2).
7. Turn head toward target, chin level, release fingers
touching neck under jaw (see Photo 3).
Photo 3

Next, with the chin held level, turn the head toward the target. Tilting
the head/chin downward will prevent back muscles from fully accepting the holding load when it is transferred from the drawing arm.

8. Form “stop sign” with bow hand & relax fingers
and thumb (see Photo 4).
Photo 4

Teaching kids or adults how to stand at full draw begins with the
archer’s “T” position. Hands and arms should be extended and raised
to the horizontal level with the archer’s shoulders set down to their
strongest and steadiest posture.

2. Roll your shoulders back and down into their most
stabile position
3. Set your feet so they are shoulder-width apart
Photo 2

The second step in building full-draw-position is to bend the release
arm at the elbow and bring the release-hand finger tips under the chin
as shown. This prepares the holding arm to be in line with the arrow
and allow the holding to be transferred into the back muscles.
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With the bow arm extended, bones in line, present a “stop sign” to the
target. The hand should be held so that the knuckles make a forty-five
degree angle to horizontal thus preparing the thumb pad to receive the
grip section of the bow. The fingers and thumb should be relaxed
allowing the thumb to point at the target.

This resulting position is full-draw-position. From
this posture we can effectively and most efficiently
execute an archery shot using a back tension (triggerless) release aid or any other type of release aid.
Step Two—Bow Fitting Once the proper posture
is established then, and only then, can you properly fit
a person’s bow to them. The bow has to match a person’s full-draw-position posture so they can use their
back muscles effectively and efficiently. Shoulder
position, head position and arm positions must be
maintained in the archer’s “T” while the bow is
Continued on the Next Page
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adjusted to fit!
Further, any training aids must fit this posture as
well. Rope loops, stretch bands or commercially made
devices like the Saunders Firing Line must be adjusted so that shot execution is practiced while in proper
Full-Draw-Position. Only in this position can an
archer transfer the holding load into their back muscles and then (and only then) execute the practice
shot using back tension.
Step Three—Release Aid Fitting Be sure that the
release aid is not too big for the child’s hand. Most
kids get a hand-me-down release from mom or dad
which may be adult size. Smaller hands need smaller
release aids. In particular, I see index-trigger releases
with very long handles that place the trigger too far
from the youth’s finger. The proper fit for this should
allow the finger to completely surround the trigger up
to the second knuckle – avoid using the finger tip as
that promotes trigger “punching” or “snatching.”
Defining Back Tension

So, what is back tension? The term has been used for
years without ever being defined, so we start to build
good form by defining it. Being able to see our target
is essential to hitting it and, therefore, knowing and
understanding the definition of back tension is essential to achieving it.
Back tension is the isometric contraction of the
dominant or drawing-side rhomboid muscles,
aided by the levator scapulae muscle, which causes
a micro sliding-rotation of the scapula toward the
spine. At the same time the trapezius contracts,
holding the scapula next to the rib cage and locking the shoulder unit with the scapula.
Now, do you need to know where these muscles
are and their names? Absolutely! The more you know
about your objective, the better you can achieve it.
Figure 6 shows the rhomboids and levator scapulae
muscles that must be contracted to move the shoulder
blade and shoulder unit toward the spine. The trapezius holds the shoulder blade close to the rib cage while
linking the shoulder unit to it (see back muscles diagrams).
Kids, and most adults for that matter, won’t necessarily remember the muscle names but they will
remember what action these muscles create. That
action is rotational. Rhomboid muscle contraction
places a rotational force on the holding upper arm and
elbow resulting in the elbow rotating about the shoul24

levator scapulae

rhomboids

These anatomy drawings shows the location of the rhomboid muscle
groups and the levator scapulae muscle that help to hold the bow when
back tension is used correctly. (These muscles are beneath other muscles.
Ed.) The trapezius is also used to help the process. holding the drawn
bow with the muscles of the back promotes a relaxed forearm and a
proper followthrough.

der joint – the ball-like head of the humerus (upper
arm bone) rotates relative to the scapula.
It is this rotational force and micro-movement
that we harness to activate the triggerless release aid.
When the elbow rotates a very small amount then the
back tension release aid handle can also rotate and
that, in turn, discharges the bowstring. No finger or
wrist action should be used – the holding fingers
should have equal gripping tension which remains
constant through the release action while the wrist
remains relaxed. The rotation action is driven by the
back muscles only.
One special note here is the fact that the rotation
of the upper arm and elbow is not in the horizontal
plane. Instead, it is in a plane tilted about 20 to 30degrees from horizontal. The elbow rotates around
the shoulder joint and slightly downward. This tilted
rotation is easy to see if you watch a proper followthrough movement. You can teach kids to do this
because they (and even most adults) will feel that this
movement is easiest for the shoulder joint to execute.
Demonstration

Seeing a person executing a shot is helpful. I wish I
could put video in this article but short of that I can
include two photos that demonstrate full-draw-posiContinued on the Page 26
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Two Great Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Offers
Two More Great Archery Books!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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tion and followthrough position so you can see the
path of the upper arm/elbow. Seeing this path gives

Correct posture at full draw will show how the drawing arm/elbow
should be in line with the arrow so that holding can transfer into the
back. Back muscle contraction places a rotational force on the elbow
which can be used to set-off the release aid.

The rotational force on the elbow is evident when the release occurs and
the contracted back muscles cause the elbow to rotate further. Because the
shoulder joint doesn’t rotate easily in the horizontal plane, the elbow
rotates in a plane that is tilted 20 to 30 degrees from horizontal.

you a good idea of the plane in which the elbow
rotates when back tension is properly executed.
Training Aid Practice

Hands-on practice with an actual release aid begins
with a Tru Ball Sweet Spot II release. I use it because
of its “safety” button and how easy that makes the
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transition from training devices to the actual bow and
arrow. In our upcoming lesson my group of young
students needs to focus on getting into position and
activating the correct muscles without worrying about
the release aid discharging an arrow.

Learning to use the back tension is easy to do with any of the devices
shown. The ISO Band with a D-Loop attached provides some tension
to the holding while the rope loop is the easiest to carry and to adjust
to the proper draw length. The Firing Line provides both holding tension and adjustable draw length.

Rope Loop A simple piece of release rope or nylon
cord can be fashioned into a loop that matches the
student’s draw length. Adjust the loop length until
the student is in proper full-draw-position. Using this
posture students can begin learning how to transfer
the holding load into their back muscles and then
relax their holding forearm, wrist, and hand.
Stretch Band A length of colored stretch band
material can also be fashioned into a learning aid.
Add a small piece of release rope so the release aid can
be hooked onto the band. This device allows the student to attach a release aid, draw and hold against a
force and discharge the release aid. Since the band
length is not fixed like the rope loop you’ll have to
monitor the student’s full-draw posture to be sure
they correctly align their holding forearm with the
arrow line.
Saunders Firing-Line This commercially produced device is one of several on the market that
enable archers to train release technique without a
bow. Some others are the Range-O-Matic Formaster
and the Morin Trainer, both listed in the Lancaster
Archery Catalog. Once again, the full-draw posture
of the student must be monitored to be sure they align
their holding forearm with the arrow line. From this
position they will be able to transfer the holding into
their back muscles and then execute the release technique properly.
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Technique Practice Steps

1. Establish full-draw-position so that the drawing
forearm is aligned with the imaginary arrow.
2. Transfer the holding into the appropriate back
muscles.
3. Release the safety button.
4. Relax holding forearm, wrist and hand.
5. Maintain and equalize gripping tightness among
all holding fingers (two or three, never four).
6. Further increase the tension (contraction) of the
back muscles so that more rotational force is
applied to the upper holding arm and elbow.
7. Continue back muscle contraction until release aid
discharges the practice device.
Coach Prompts You as the instructor must provide
some prompts as the student works through the above
technique steps. These are some things I say to my
students while they are beginning to learn the technique.
1. Say, “Be sure to transfer the hold into your back.”
2. Actually touch their back muscles between their
scapula and spine to identify the correct muscles.
Use a pen or wooden ruler to avoid touching if you
or they prefer.
3. Say “Do not try to “pull” more arrow across the
arrow rest as pulling does not cause the back tension release aid to discharge – rotation does!”
4. Say, “Keep your hand and wrist relaxed so your
back can rotate your elbow. A stiff or tight hand
and wrist acts like an anchor working against your
back.”
5. Say, “A fist shape with your hand tightens your
forearm so be sure to flatten your knuckles and
relax your hand so your forearm is relaxed.”
6. Actually push their elbow lightly in the proper
direction so they feel what rotation they are trying
produce.
7. Remind them to “think about their elbow rotating.”
8. Say, “Be patient with the process and allow your
back muscles to rotate your elbow.”
Be sure to always tell them “what to do” and never
“what not to do”!
Practicing ten shots is a good start. Often my students struggle to do more than that because their back
muscles aren’t conditioned to handle more. After a
few shots they have difficulty isolating on the muscles
they need and can’t get the release to discharge. That’s
normal at the beginning so have them take a short
break before trying a few more shots.
As their coach you must be very observant as to
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their execution style. If you detect any wrist twist or
finger torque being used to rotate the release handle,
you must correct them immediately. Insist on proper
execution from the start – insist on back-generated
rotation only. If it isn’t back-generated then they may
as well have a trigger release.
After fifteen to twenty shots with the practice aid
it’s time for a few shots with their bow.
Practice With The Bow

When I switch my students from the training aids to
their bow I have them start at close range, typically
three yards. A blank target butt is all that is needed so
they can focus on the proper shot sequence and, of
course, the bow feels different from the training aid so
they will have to adjust. Usually the bow feels better,
easier to execute.
As with the training aid, be sure to monitor their
execution style. The release handle rotation must
come from the back and not from the fingers or wrist.
Their bow’s draw length may need to be adjusted so
they can get into proper full-draw-position.
If they struggle to achieve a good release then go
back to the training aid and/or reset the release aid so
that it discharges a little easier but be careful, don’t set
it too easy/quick as they must learn to work at the
rotation and condition themselves physically. A
release aid set to release too quickly leads to “tentative” shooting and does not promote commitment to
using back muscles.
Following ten to fifteen good executions with
their bow your students are ready for a target. Remain
at three to five yards distance. Place a three-spot target on the butt and have your students shoot three
consecutive shots, one at each spot. Have them shoot
four ends being sure to monitor each shot for proper
execution as visual focus on a target spot tends to
draw the conscious focus to “aiming” and away from
proper execution.
Watch for back-generated rotation and if it isn’t
there, then remove the target face and rebuild proper
execution before shooting more arrows at spots. Your
student has to establish the correct method of execution from the beginning before improper execution
becomes an ingrained habit and very hard to remediate. When their shooting form is correct then allow
them to shoot at the target spots again. Repeat this
process until your student succeeds in transferring
proper back tension execution to shooting at target
spots.
Continued on the Next Page
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Shooting Thumb Trigger Release Aids

The key to transferring proper back tension technique
to another release style is in the holding of the release
aid itself. As for the thumb style you should teach
your students to hold the release with the same
straight wrist and flat knuckles as they hold the back
tension release aid. That means the trigger length
must be adjusted so that the trigger fits against the
bone at the base of the student’s thumb. Using the
highly sensitive tip of the thumb is not an option as
that sensitivity draws the attention of your conscious
mind to the trigger and away from the much more
important execution of back tension.

Hold the index trigger by curling the index finger completely around
it avoiding the use of the finger tip. Once again, tightening the back
muscles and fingers simultaneously is the most effective release process.
Correct followthrough will indicate if the archer is executing the
process correctly; no followthrough means no back tension and it’s all
happening in the index finger.

Executing with a thumb trigger then becomes a
task of transferring the holding into the back and
maintaining finger tightness. The rotational force
from the elbow then aids the finger tightening to
drive the release trigger into the thumb base. This
sequence eliminates any conscious thinking about the
trigger or when the release aid will discharge.
Shooting Index Finger Trigger Release Aids

These are the most popular release aids among
bowhunters and most of your youth student-archers
probably already have one. I dislike that situation but
that’s the reality we face because most dads have an
index trigger release and they give their old ones to
their kids to use. Or they buy one for their kids just
because the index trigger is so easy to use.
It’s their ease of use, however, that leads to
improper use. Kids see so many adults using index
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triggers by putting the tip of their index finger on the
trigger and so that’s what they do. It all seems so easy
. . . until they start anticipating the string release
because their conscious is connected directly to the
trigger via their highly sensitive finger tip.
To avoid release anticipation and accomplish a
proper release-with-followthrough, teach your students to hold the release aid so that they can completely surround the trigger with their index finger.
The second joint of the finger needs to be contacting
the barrel and the trigger simultaneously from the
setup of full-draw-position. (The index finger tip
touches nothing.) Waiting until you are aiming and
then “touching” the trigger is asking for anticipation
problems. Set the trigger tension to medium-heavy
and establish full contact with the index finger.

Hold the thumb release so that the hand is flat and the trigger extends
into the base of the thumb. Eliminate the sensitive thumb tip so your
conscious is not connected to the touching of the release trigger.
Tightening the back muscles and finger will drive the release trigger
into the base of the thumb. Don’t drive the thumb into the trigger.

Executing with the index trigger now becomes a
task of transferring the holding into the back and
maintaining finger tightness. All fingers need to be
gently tightened. As the back muscles and fingers
continue to tighten/contract the rotational force on
the elbow will assist in properly discharging the
release aid. With this method, the instant of release
will not be known to the shooter. The follow through
from this action will be evidenced in the fact that the
release hand will fall backward, straight away from
behind the arrow and finish a short distance behind
the ear.
Caution When you feel your student is ready to
switch from a back tension style release to a trigger be
sure to monitor their first arrows closely. Adjust their
release aid handle/strap length so they can achieve the
proper holding technique. Don’t start them until this
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criterion is met – avoid problems down the road by
preparing correctly at the start.
Caution if your student falters with the new
release aid go back to the back tension release. Keep
them reinforcing the proper technique and try the
switch some other day when they may be more ready.
Release Aid Survey

While at the 2011 ATA Show in Indianapolis I was
able to visit most of the release aid manufacturers to
get a look at what they have available for kids. The
following descriptions will give you a good idea of
what you can stock in your shop for your up and coming youth shooters.
Carter Enterprises (www.carterenterprises.com)
My old friend Jerry Carter showed me several release
aids that are suitable for kids. The first was the Fits
Me thumb-trigger style. It, along with the Fits Me
Too, has an interchangeable tension system for the
thumb trigger as well as the Carter Adjusto Trigger
that allows the user to micro adjust the distance and
position of the trigger barrel as it relates to the base of
the user’s thumb.

The Adjusto trigger system supplies several different springs so that the user can quickly change from
one spring to another to customize the feel of the
trigger pressure. In addition, the Fits Me and Fits Me
Too release aids can be adjusted for trigger travel. Jerry
recommends that both be shot using a D-Loop on
the bowstring.
Two other Carter release aids also get my recommendation, the Colby 2 Spike and the Colby Hinge.
Both are triggerless back-tension style release aids
without a safety setting but fit any hand size because
of their straight post-like handle. These release aids
both hook to a D-loop on the bowstring and are activated by back-generated rotation of the release aid
handle. Each has adjustable tension settings to vary
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the amount of rotation needed to discharge the bowstring.
The Carter Quickie release is also recommended
for kids. This index trigger release has a shorter Velcro strap to fit smaller hands.
Copper John (www.copperjohn.com)
The thumb-trigger release named Shoot Off is offered
in two sizes according to the guys at Copper John. The
medium size will fit most youth archers. The sweptback holding section and the swept-back trigger barrel are a natural fit for medium to small hand sizes.

TRU Ball (www.truball.com)
The Bandit and Outlaw caliper release aids by TRU
Ball offer a smaller caliper and adjustable
strap/handle length to fit kids. I like the trigger shape
as it allows the archer to completely surround it with
his/her index finger and avoid using the fingertip that
promotes some poor release habits.
The release aid I use the most for training my students, both young and old, is the Sweet Spot II. The
Sweet Spot II has a safety button that allows back tension beginners to start learning the technique without
any fears of the release firing prematurely. Most kids
have no difficulty holding the Sweet Spot II handle
and operating the release aid. I’ve started hundreds on
it and recommend it highly.

Hotshot (www.hotshotmanufacturing.com)
Two release aids caught my eye at the ATA Show Hot
shot booth. The Stan Potts Signature Series thumb
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model and the Infinity index-trigger model. The
thumb model will fit youths with medium size hand
while the Infinity strap (either buckle or Velcro)
model can be adjusted to fit medium to small hands.
I really like this type of strap because of how short it
can be made – short to get the index finger all the way
around the trigger.

Trufire (www.trufire.com)
The biggest selection of kids caliper release aids was
on display at the Trufire booth. The features available
for kids are fold back models, web straps, buckle and
Velcro straps. The triggers are adjustable from 4 oz. to
12 oz. to get a custom feel. And the girls have the
pink straps as an option. The photo shows the short
handles and straps that can be adjusted to fit medium
and smaller hands.

Scott (www.scottarchery.com)
Scott Archery has the Silverhorn index-trigger release
with an adjustable or strap. The forward positioned
trigger brings the bowstring closer to the archer’s face
and the peep sight closer to the aiming eye. The
release hook is spring loaded so that it’s always in
place, ready for and easy hook-up.

The Longhorn Hex was designed for bowhunters
who want or have to use a back tension release for
hunting but I think it provides a good option for kids
who don’t yet have the hand strength to pull a regular
back tension style handle. As you can see the ropestrap is adjustable to fit any archer’s hand.
In Closing

There are lots of release aids on the market that will
fit our kids. It up to shops and local club coaches to
get your kids started correctly. If they learn the correct
technique from the beginning they will stay in archery
longer or come back to it at a later time in their lives.
Lots of the guys and gals at our club started archery
years ago but came back to it because they have good
memories from when they started. We have to give
our kids those same good memories.
The adults and the kids at my home club are all
having fun so the kids will keep coming back. When
they do, I’ll be glad to help them with their shooting.
So, if you decide to take the time to teach kids how to
shoot archery then you might as well do it right from
the start. Follow the tips I have presented in this article and you be off to a good start that will yield high
returns on your investment.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry

Check out the following models on their website:
Hurricane Hybrid Web (camo or pink), Edge Hybrid
Fold Back Small (camo or pink), Edge Buckle Fold Back
(camo or pink), Hurricane Web, Hurricane Junior, and
the Patriot.
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Shot Planning
by Steve Ruis
Your brain learns by analyzing its mistakes. In
archery we need to learn how to rapidly analyze each
shot and come up with a plan for the next one. I know,
you were told that shooting a perfect score was a two
step process: Step #1 Shoot a 10, Step #2 Repeat Step
1 as many times as is necessary. But it is physically
impossible to shoot two identical shots, each one is
slightly different from the rest. So, if you don’t like
where your last landed, what do you do?
Shot Analysis

The absolute worst case scenario is you just shot a bad
shot and you have no idea what you did wrong. In my
book, a good shot is one that make sense. For example,
if you heel the grip of your bow during a shot and the
shot goes high, that makes sense. If you drop your bow
arm and the shot goes low, that makes sense. Often
when we make a shot, we realize our aperture wasn’t
exactly centered when the shot
occurred or the the bow reaction tells us we had bow hand
torque. These are the kinds of
things you need to develop an
awareness of.
In general, if you know
what you did wrong, you just
compare that error in form or
execution with the outcome
(where the arrow landed) and if
they correspond, then you know what you did wrong
because: a. you felt it, and b. the arrow landed where it
should when that mistake has been made. Most
accomplished archers have in mind a list of the errors
to which they are prone.
If you don’t immediately recognize what you did
wrong, try replaying the shot in memory. Just pretend
that you have videoed your last shot (including all feelings, sights, and sounds) and replay the video. This is
a skill that can be developed . . . if you practice it.
Sometimes the replay tells you something you didn’t
notice right away and it only takes a few seconds to do.

Stage 1 Breakdown

Okay, you don’t have a clue as to what happen on your
last shot, so what are you going to do? The first thing
to realize is there are only three things that could have
gone wrong:
1. An equipment malfunction
2. An intrusion from the environment (wind, sun,
tree branches, etc.)
3. A form/execution breakdown
Generally I tend to want my equipment to be perfect before I enter a tournament, but things do happen. I often tell the story of a young compound archer
who was shooting 70m in my back yard and he asked
me what could make his groups get really tall. We
walked down to the target and sure enough his group
was five times taller than it was wide. So, I launched
into a long winded discussion of all of the ways one
could get such groups while we walked back to the
shooting line. As he drew his
next arrow the right side of his
launcher blade cracked and fell
off. “Well, that could be the
problem, too.” I said.
You don’t have to check
these three in any order, so pick
one: I usually start from the outside inward; I check environmentals first. Did my arrow hit a
leaf or twig (field archery)? Did
the wind gust? Was the sun a problem? Sun angle usually isn’t a problem for target archers as the fields are
supposed to be set up so one is shooting north-south,
but in field archery, it is a whole ‘nuther natter. I recall
barely being able to see a NFAA Hunter target
because the sun was directly into my ‘scope. I tried all
kinds of things, having someone shade my peep, starting from some recognizable part of the butt and tracking inward. Eventually, I saw this bright white spot
and I thought that had to be the 5-ring, so I finished
the shot and discovered my arrow dead-center in a

“It is physically impossible
to shoot two identical
shots, each one is slightly
different from the rest. So,
if you don’t like where
your last landed,
what do you do?”
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bright sun spot on the cross board of the target hut. I
blamed that one on the environment.
If you eliminate enviromentals as the cause of your
poor shot, then check your equipment: check for loose
sights, loose rests, loose anything. I have pieces of tape
on a bow square and have my brace height, tiller measurements and location of nocking point locators
marked off on them. In this manner, I can check all of
those measurements very quickly without having to
look up (or, worse, remember)
and measurements. If you find
something wrong and it corresponds, you are home free. Fix it
and move on. If it doesn’t correspond, say your rest got loose and
dropped/rotated down. That
would cause low shots, so if your
shot was high . . . you haven’t
found the correct problem yet.
A special note must be made
for arrows. If you shoot a poor
shot and the cause is the arrow
you just shot is defective, you don’t have that arrow to
inspect right now. I remember scoring a target at the
Pacific Coast Championships and my arrows were
being scored but the last score was a “miss.” Since the
five in the target were 9s and 10s, and I shot six arrows
(you do have a quiver protocol, don’t you?) I was a bit
concerned. I found the arrow about three meters
behind the target which told me it was low, way low. I
pulled the arrow out of the grass and couldn’t help but
note that it had no point in it. (Apparently, it stayed in
the butt when last shot and I didn’t notice its loss.)
Because arrows aren’t immediately inspectable, if you
find no other reason for the miss, you must make a
mental note to check it before shooting it again (you
do number/label your arrows, no?).
If you eliminate both environmentals and your
equipment, you have to ask yourself what you did
wrong. Some argue that you should check this first
because the memory of that shot decays relatively fast.
Now is the time to review your memory of that shot.
Part of what you have going is the mental list all
accomplished archers keep of the errors to which they
are prone. If the shot is low and you have only one
form flaw on your list that results in low arrows, that is
what you are concentrating on when you view the
“video.” If you come up with no cause for the poor
shot, the least you can do is try to avoid that flaw on
your next shot.

Stage 2 Correcting the Next Shot

So, what can you do physically to correct these problems? Obviously if your arrow hit a branch from an
overhanging tree, you can try moving to a new location
to shoot from (the NFAA kindly allows another shot
if this collision with the leaf or twig was wintnessed).
If a wind has sprung up, you can “aim off ” or how ever
else you correct for wind drift. If your bow malfunctioned, you can fix it before shooting again (again,
shoot rules allow time for such
repairs, except in team rounds
which is why you always see those
guys carrying two bows to a
match). But what if you made a
mistake, how does one correct
that?
I recommend to all of my
students that when they are
warming up shooting that they
should follow a plan. The plan I
recommend starts with two letdowns/clicker checks, that is getting to complete full draw position and then executing
a let down. This is a reminder to your subconscious
mind that letting down is an option (even after the
clicker clicks). Then shots occur (with occassional letdowns sprinkled in) but 10-15% slower than normal
shooting rhythm, in other words, somewhat deliberately. Over the first 8-10 shots the rhythm is brought
up to normal shooting rhythm. In essence, the goal is
to achieve normal shooting rhythm. This is best done
without a target as the target gives feedback that no
one can ignore, so a target is saved for after one’s
rhythm has been found.
The reason for the slower, more deliberate pace of
the first couple of practice shots is that this is your first
order recovery program. If you have nothing to focus
on shooting slightly deliberately offers your best
chance of recognizing the fault if it occurs again.
Obviously, if everything is really okay, the best chance
for optimal score is to shoot exactly as you were when
you were shooting well, but something did go wrong
and if you don’t concentrate well, it may be subtle
enough to slowly erode any chance of winning. The
warmup plan is designed so that you will have practiced this “recovery program” just a short time ago. If
nothing appears as you continue shooting the goal is
to get up to your natural rhythm and put the problem
out of mind. Some things are just inexplicable.
If you did recognize your form flaw, you are in better shape. Instead of “shooting again, hoping it doesn’t

“Okay, you don’t have a
clue as to what happen
on your last shot, so what
are you going to do? The
first thing to realize is
there are only three
things that could have
gone wrong.”
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happen,” you have to prevent that flaw from occurring
again. You do this by focussing ever so slightly more
on the thing that will prevent that flaw. Shooting
arrows consistently is all about apportioning your
attention. This is what a shot sequence is for. You start
out paying attention to where and how you place your
feet, then your attention shifts to the next thing, and
the next. If your attention stays on something you
think is not working right, something else is bound to
go wrong. You have to increase your focus, just a bit,
when it is appropriate in your shot sequence.
A good technique to use in these circumstances is
“cue words.” When I had a problem with my bow
shoulder, I used the cue words “strong bow arm” at full
draw and while aiming. They aren’t said out loud, just
in the privacy of your own mind. Golfers use cue
words a lot, as do baseball players. They provide a
focus on some words, that leads to a physical attention
on their subject (I don’t know why, they just do).
Outcomes

Larry Wise is fond of saying, “There are only four possible outcomes:
1. You made a good shot and got a good outcome.
2. You made a bad shot and got a bad outcome.
3. You made a bad shot and got a good outcome.
4. You made a good shot and had a bad outcome.”
Number 1 is everyone’s favorite. You spot your
shot and it is right where you wanted it. Before you
looked through your spotting scope or binoculars you
knew it was a good shot. I call this the “do over” situation, just repeat that shot to the best of your ability.
Number 2 has two different versions in my mind.
When you make a bad shot and the outcome is exactly what you expected (“Dang, dropped my bow arm
and the shot is dead low.”) then I think you are better
off than when you know you shot a bad shot but the
outcome doesn’t correspond (“Dang, dropped my bow
arm and the shot is went high! Huh?”). These latter
shots are almost impossible to figure out; you just have
to plow on and hope nothing permanent is the problem (like an invisible crack in a launcher blade).
Larry thinks Number 3 is a manifestation of good
fortune. I disagree. I think this is close to the worse
case scenario. Being a repetition sport, we have to recognize that shooting an arrow well is easier when the
previous shot was a good shot. We even visualize making a perfect shot before each shot to try to fool our
subconscious minds into thinking that we have just
performed such. So, when we goof up and still score
well, our subconscious minds are thinking “Hey, that
Archery Focus

was easy, I could do that again.” But, we do not want
to shoot a shot we know is incorrectly executed.
Nobody is so lucky that all of their poor shots score
well. Our subconscious mind has just imprinted on a
flawed shot model and gotten rewarded by the pleasure (relief!) we took in seeing the arrow in target center. We are in deep doo doo, at this point. I recommend going through your recovery program, shooting
a tad slower/more deliberately as a voluntary way of
not shooting the same shot as the last time. I also
think a strongly focussed visualization of a perfect shot
(in its normal place in your shot sequence) is in order.
Number 4 is discussed at length above. Analyze
the problem. If it is due to you, you have to focus on
doing the thing that will correct that error, but only
when and where it is appropriate. Over focussing on
one thing will lead to other parts of your shot drifting
away from optimal.
Practice, Practice, Practice

The admonition is to “practice like you compete and
compete like you practice.” If these techniques are to
help you, you must use them all of the time, in practice as well as in competition. If you don’t adopt these
as “standard operating procedures,” they won’t be there
when you need them. You will instead be improvising,
nervously, and most probably losing.
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AER Articles for Coaches #10

Should I Be
Using the AER
Archery Curriculum?
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
When you were trained as an AER Archery
Coach, we provided you with activities to take
archers through their first series of classes. You
learned all about The First Three Arrows and what
to do thereafter, but if you have been coaching for
some time, you probably have students clamoring
for a second level class.
So what should you do?
Moving On Up

When we first got involved in supporting archery
coaches we knew we were going to need a curriculum to share with you. So, we went ahead an
created a curriculum for recreational archery
classes. This is how it goes.
The Basic Structure of the AER Recreational
Archery Curriculum The AER Recreational
Archery Curriculum consists of three lines of
instruction called Tracks, namely: the OlympicStyle Track, the Compound Track, and the Traditional Track. In addition to providing the instruction in each of these Tracks we allowed for many
variations within them. In the Traditional Track,
for example, a student can choose longbow or
recurve, from wooden arrows with a self bow to
carbon arrows and modern high-tech recurves
(FITA Barebow). In the Compound Track almost
all of the variations allowed in compound competition are encountered: short stabilizers, long stabilizers, pin sights/target sights/no sights, tabs
and release aids.
Because we knew that neither you nor your
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students would want to be locked into a particular
style, students are allowed to change Tracks. We
don’t want this to be done frivolously, but this is
recreational archery and if a student thinks another style would be more fun, we encourage them to
try it. This is also why we recommend that you
have both recurve and compound bows available
in your beginner classes, so that by the time the
archers are ready for this curriculum they have a
good idea which track they prefer.
Each Track has four Stages:
Stage 1 Getting Started
Stage 2 Getting Better
Stage 3 Achieving Mastery
Stage 4 Owning the Sport
Stage 1 is pretty much what you were trained to

“Because we knew that neither you nor your students
would want to be locked into
a particular style, students
are allowed to change
Tracks. We don’t want this to
be done frivolously, but this
is recreational archery and if
a student thinks another
style would be more fun, we
encourage them to try it.”
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All of this is
included in here!

teach when you first became an AER Coach:
solid, basic barebow form up to “shooting off of
the point” (point of aim) using program equipment. The following Stages lead students through
improvements in form and execution and acquiring their own equipment until finally they are relatively independent, that is they only need coaching because they are having recognized problems
or they decided to become “competitive archers.”
(Remember that our definition of a “competitive
archer” is someone who is training to learn how to
win, not just to compete.)
Each Stage has Signposts. Signposts are indicators of accomplishment that point the way forward. Here is an example from the Olympic-Style
Track, Stage 1:
2. Exhibits good archery posture .....................
..............  Sometimes  Often  Always
Stands relaxed and straight up and down, doesn’t
Archery Focus

lean left, right, forward, or backward. Knees
straight but not locked.
This skill is described/demonstrated and students
are given time to practice it, then when a student
(or you) wants an evaluation of how they are
doing, you rate his/her performance as correctly
doing this skill Sometimes, Often, or Always. (We
provide guidelines for making these assessments.)
In order to proceed from one Stage to the next, a
student must get “Often” or better on each of the
Signposts they have worked on. On the AER
website will be an AER Coach Support page
which includes lists of these Signposts for each
track for you to use as a kind of grade book and
your students to use as a progress tracker. We call
these lists ICPs (for Individual Curriculum Plans)
and they are in MS Word format deliberately so
you can modify them should you choose to.
Students must do all of the Signposts in Stage
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1 (on the safety Signposts, they
must get “Always” in every Track)
but thereafter, which Signposts are
necessary is negotiable. In order to
provide you, the coach, with flexibility,
we allow Signposts to be skipped (until later
or even entirely) and for the Signposts to be
reordered.
If a student moves on, they have your ICP
with your ratings on it to take with them to
inform their next coach. (As a matter of privacy,
you do not generally keep a copy when they ask
for their ICP.)
When new students show up, you need to do
an evaluation to see which Signposts they have
already mastered so they aren’t starting working
on things already learned, nor are they overwhelmed by things too advanced for them.
Teaching Students Using the AER Archery Curriculum If you use this curriculum, you are provided a number of things. In the Coach’s Guide, you
are provided with a structure for archery classes
and what kinds of things to teach within that
structure. Of course, each Track consists of a

“If a student moves on, they
have your Individual
Curriculum Plan with your
ratings on it to take with
them to inform their next
coach.”
series of Signposts, which your students work
through at their own pace. Since each student can
be given a copy of their ICP (we suggest you print
them and hand them out free . . . well, at least the
first one). Consequently they should know what it
is they are working on at any point in time.
Reviewing your copy of their ICPs should tell you
where each student is in the curriculum and what
they are working on.
In this manner, students who progress very
fast can speed along and those who need more
time can take it. Parents of student archers can
follow along. Competition starts whenever they
feel ready and appropriate events are available. We
have competition prep and guidelines, also.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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“Lists of these Signposts for
each track for you to use as
a kind of grade book and
your students to use as a
progress tracker.”
The Archer’s and Coach’s Guides

Because students and their parents often want to
know what they will be learning we are making
the curriculum available to them in the form of
The Complete Archer’s Guide (see photos). In this
book, the entire structure is explained along with
each Track, each Signpost, and instructive text
and photos describing what is to be learned and
how to learn it.
This text is not required to take a course using
this curriculum, it is provided for just those student-archers who want something like it (a kind
of textbook for the archery course). So that you
will know exactly what is in The Archer’s Guide,
every page of it is included in The Coach’s Guide.
In addition, there are substantial annotations

offering suggestions and tips on
teaching the form, execution, and
equipment learning going on. Also,
there are many dozens of additional
pages of appendices included to provide
you with background knowledge as well as
sources of additional information you may
need. (One of our coaching precepts is that coaches need to be continually learning about their subject.)
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum
books are available at www.amazon.com and
www.archeryeducationresources.com.
The Team at AER

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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AER Articles for Archers #9

Is the
AER Archery Curriculum
Right for Me?
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
If you took your first Archery Class from an
AER certified program, you learned, starting from
your First Three Arrows, solid, basic barebow archery
form, then on to shooting off of the point using
equipment supplied by your program. Your next steps
involve getting your own equipment and learning to
shoot better and at longer distances. If this sounds
good to you, you probably want a second level class.
Whether this class is available in your area or not
AER is providing a path for you to learn more
archery. If this is interesting to you, read on!
Moving On Up

AER has published its entire recreational archery
program in the form of The Complete Archer’s Guide.
This can be used with a second level class where they
are available, or for self-study. This is how it goes.
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum The
AER Recreational Archery Curriculum comes in
three Tracks, namely: the Olympic-Style Track, the
Compound Track, and the Traditional Track. All of
these Tracks are provided but you probably have a
favorite already. If you want to shoot like Robin
Hood, Katniss, or Legolas, you probably want the
Traditional Track, where can choose longbow or
recurve, from wooden arrows with an all-wood bow
to carbon arrows and modern high-tech recurves
(FITA Barebow). If you have been shooting a Genesis compound or you just really like compound bows,
you will want the Compound Track, which includes
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almost all of the variations allowed in compound
competition: short stabilizers, long stabilizers, pin
sights/target sights/no sights, tabs and release aids. If
you think the Olympics are really cool, maybe you
would like to try the Olympic-Style Track.
Because we knew that you wouldn’t want to be
locked into a particular style, you are allowed to
change Tracks any time. Hey, this is recreational
archery and if you think another style would be more
fun, we encourage you to try it. But realize that, as
you go along, you will be acquiring quite a bit of
equipment and changing Tracks will require different
bows and other accessories and that can get expensive. This is also why we recommended to your
instructors that they have both recurve and compound bows available in your beginner classes, so that
by the time you were ready for this curriculum you
would have a good idea which track you prefer.
Each Track has four Stages:
Stage 1 Getting Started
Stage 2 Getting Better
Stage 3 Achieving Mastery
Stage 4 Owning the Sport
Stage 1 is pretty much what you learned in your first
series of classes: solid, basic barebow form up to
shooting “off of the point” using equipment you
“borrowed” from your program. The other Stages
include instruction for improvements in form and
execution but also in acquiring your own equipment,
setting it up, and “tuning” it.
Archery Focus

Each of the four Stages has Signposts. Signposts
indicate how you are doing and point the way forward. Here is an example from the Olympic-Style
Track, Stage 2:
2. Shoots comfortably with a stabilizer . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .  Sometimes  Often  Always
A long rod makes a bow easier to hold steady at full
draw and through release.
Olympic archers shoot with a long rod stabilizer
attached to the front of their bow. (You will probably
need to acquire your own stabilizer to tackle this
Signpost as we don’t know that every coach will have
“loaners.”) This skill will be described/
demonstrated to you and you will have
some time to practice it. When you want
an evaluation of how you are doing using
your long rod stabilizer, your AER Coach
will rate your performance as: correctly
doing this skill Sometimes, Often, or
Always. In order to proceed from one
Stage to the next, you must get “Often” or
better on each of these Signposts (except
on each of the safety Signposts where you
must get “Always”). On the AER website
will be an AER Coach Support page
which includes lists of these Signposts for
each track for your coach to use as a kind
of grade book and you to use as a progress
tracker. We call these lists ICPs (for Individual Curriculum Plans). Ask your coach
for a copy of the one for your Track if you
want to use it to track your progress.
You must do all of the Signposts in
Stage 1 but thereafter, which Signposts
you do is negotiable; this means some
Signposts can be skipped (until later or
even entirely) or the Signposts reordered. Talk to
your Coach.
If you have to move, you can take your ICP with
your coach’s ratings on it to your next coach. It
should help you get back on track quickly.
This program was developed with beginners of all
ages in mind. With this system, if you progress really
fast, you can speed along and others who need more
time can take it. Parents can follow along, too. Competition starts whenever you feel ready and appropriate events are available. You will be prepared for competitions (if you want) and given hints and tips, too.
Archery Focus

The Archer’s Guide

Because we knew you e entire structure is explained along with each Track,
each Signpost, and descriptions of what is
to be learned (with photos). So, you also can
sneak a peek at what the other Tracks do to see if
those interest you.
This book is not required to take a course using
this curriculum, it is provided for just those archers
who want something like it (a kind of textbook for
the archery course). If there are no classes nearby, we
designed a self-study mode for those of you who are
able to learn on your own.
We also have provided a Coach’s Guide to support

your coach in offering classes using this curriculum.
The Complete Archer’s Guide to the AER
Recreational Archery Curriculum is available at
www.amazon.com and www.archeryeducationresources.com.
The Team at AER
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